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Executive Summary
As brands seek to improve the customer
experience and embrace digital transformation,
they need to evolve how they recognize and
engage with today’s demanding consumers.
And, while consumers expect marketers to
demonstrate that they know them and
understand their needs, traditional database
approaches cannot handle the variety, volume,
or speed of customer data.

We describe CDPs as platforms
that are able to:

In the past few years, Customer Data Platforms
(CDPs) have emerged as a proposed solution to
a long-existing challenge: wrangling customer
data into a persistent, universal profile and
making the data available for analysis and
action.

In the long term, we expect CDPs to expand their
offerings and/or to be absorbed into larger
platforms. But, in the immediate term, they fulfill
a need that most marketers identify with understanding and recognizing customers, and
activating the insight to inform communications.

• Ingest and integrate customer data from
multiple sources
• Offer customer profile management
• Support “real-time” customer segmentation
• Make customer data accessible to other systems

Today, more than 100 companies describe
themselves, or are described by others, as a
CDP. But, we would classify fewer than 20 as
true CDPs. While we believe CDPs have a lot
of value to offer, our research shows a strong
need to clarify what a CDP is and isn’t, how a
CDP can deliver value, and whether
marketers should or shouldn’t work with a
CDP. That is the purpose of this paper.

Unfortunately, the interest in the market has led
to confusion as vendors from different
backgrounds, with different capabilities try to
wrap themselves in the moniker, while
simultaneously trying to define it on their terms.
Even when the capability is defined, we find it
ignored and extended to the point where it is
becoming meaningless.
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Managing customer data
is not a new challenge
Marketing Era
According to Forbes Insights, only 13% of
organizations claim a high degree of
confidence that they are making the most of
their available customer data. And, capturing
data is certainly not the problem. Consumers
generate massive volumes of data that
companies capture as they engage across
websites and apps, via email, phone, and inperson, using different devices and
applications. But, few companies capture,
integrate, and activate the data effectively,
frustrating customers through poor customer
experiences, and leaving money on the table
through ineffective engagements.
Firms have spent decades trying to
understand their customers better –
employing different approaches in an effort
to wrangle customer data into repositories
and making it available for analysis/action.
The effort has taken different shapes as new
opportunities arose:
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Direct

Data-driven

Omnichannel

Data brokers emerge selling/renting
mailing lists and third-party “household”

Digital era sees growth in volumes of data,
and concept of quid pro quo model
exchanging data for free content

Tech developments, particularly mobile, see
massive growth in customer data

Direct mail is primary channel for
customer communications

Email emerges as major channel for
customer communication

Customer data centered on name, postal
address accuracy, and other demographic,
transactional, and modelled attributes

CDI solutions emerge aimed at resolving
identities within the household framework

Service bureaus begin to provide
outsourced hosting and data management

Modeling and analytics applications expand
to focus on understanding the consumer

Cross-channel identity and device matching
becomes critical capability

Success of companies that focus on
customer experience increases the emphasis
on “always on” marketing across channels

ML/AI applications become available at scale
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Yet, marketers still struggle
with customer data
As firms seek to improve customer experience
and embrace digital transformation, traditional
database approaches cannot cope with the
speed, volume, variety, or ever-evolving
governance requirements of customer data.

Variety
Firms struggle to wrangle and integrate data
with different consumer identifiers, structured
and unstructured data, and data about
consumers that are known and anonymous.
And, as new communications channels have
emerged and been embraced, new data
repositories have emerged for each channel. In
most firms, data remains siloed across
systems, communication channels, and
organizational functions.

Volume
Few firms can cope with the firehose of data
from digital channels in any meaningful way.
Often, they personalize in individual channels
based on a visitor’s behavior, but they fail to
take a holistic view of a consumer across
channels and over time. In general, most firms
leverage a fraction of the available data, and
struggle to activate the data that they do have
in a broad range of use cases.
Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality

Speed

Privacy and compliance

Traditional processes and systems can’t keep
pace with the speed of digital data. While
consumers expect brands to use the the most
recent and relevant data about them to deliver
personalized experiences “in the moment,”
traditional database approaches can’t handle
real-time data in a meaningful way in order to
deliver a seamless, omnichannel experience.

As consumers’ perspectives on privacy continue to evolve in
light of seemingly daily scandals, and as legislators begin to
put requirements in place and actively pursue bad actors,
privacy and compliance are no longer items that can be
explained away - brands need to actively manage both
issues to protect their business and earn customer trust.
Requirements within legislation such as the European
GDPR legislation require brands to guarantee a “right to be
forgotten,” a “right of access,” and a “right to be informed.”
Without a concerted effort to centralize their data, few
firms are equipped to comply with these requirements.

Complex, ever-evolving
governance requirements
These days, customer data must frequently be
dealt with differently across business units, use
cases, and regional lines. Traditional database
structures either fail to address these needs, or
do so only through a patchwork of siloed
deployments, which greatly diminish their utility
- even when appropriate consents are granted and make them inflexible in the face of change.

“A bank with 100 million customers has
thousands of interactions every hour.
Their MDM solution can’t handle that.
Their CRM solution can’t handle that.
They need a bridge between data,
analytics, and marketing.”
- CEO, European CDP
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CDPs: The proposed panacea
to customer data woes
In the past few years, the Customer Data Platform
(CDP) has emerged as a potential solution to
modern marketers’ data woes. Since the term was
first introduced in 2013, definitions of a CDP have
evolved. While many claims are made by vendors
that position themselves as CDPs, we find that
they are consistently described as :
• Centralizing customer data from multiple
sources into a persistent, unified customer
database; and
• Exposing customer data to other systems –
primarily for analytics or engagement
The original expectation that a CDP should be
marketer owned, controlled, or managed has
waned and the CDP Institute removed the term
“marketer-managed” from its definition in
August, 2018. The companies we interviewed for
this report acknowledge IT involvement, and the
potential for broad application throughout
customer-facing functions. However, marketing is
definitely the primary user and beneficiary of
CDPs today.
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Unfortunately, confusion reigns!
Few of the firms that classify
themselves as CDPs look alike.
And only a small percentage
match any established
definition.
Every single interview we conducted began
with a comment about market confusion.
Many marketers are unaware of CDPs (most
of the marketers we surveyed with the
Association of National Advertisers said they
were unfamiliar or somewhat familiar with
CDPs), and even those that are can’t
distinguish between vendors. Vendors would
like clarity, but are unwilling to risk losing
opportunities.
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We identify four primary sources of confusion:

1
2
3
4

A large number of vendors that brand themselves as CDPs competed previously in other
categories – such as tag management, analytics, or as DMPs. This has created a spectrum
of competitors that have as many differences as similarities, and have extremely
divergent strengths and weaknesses that are lost on websites and in pitch decks.

Many CDPs offer ancillary capabilities, which they then try to claim should be core to a
CDP offering. Each vendor seems to believe that its offering should define a CDPs
capability. We interviewed scores of vendors as part of the research for this paper, and
there was little consensus on what a CDP must offer, and what is ancillary.

Some vendors in these adjacent categories (e.g. analytics platforms, orchestration
engines, and engagement systems) feel compelled to label themselves as a CDP in order
to be included in RFPs. Although these firms’ primary offering is centered on the
application layer — analytics and engagement — and, although many admit that they
don’t consider themselves a CDP, they argue that they need to label themselves as such
for fear of exclusion from opportunities for which they are relevant.

For their part, buyers don’t always have a well
articulated or coherent data strategy, making them
susceptible to shiny-object syndrome. As a result, they
end up with long and short lists of companies that can’t
solve their core needs. At the same time, CDP buying
processes often involve cross-functional teams
(marketing, product, engineering) which exacerbates
the confusion of ill-defined core requirements.
Meanwhile, nobody is policing the marketing
ecosystem. We’re left with a vicious cycle: marketers
want the newest solution to an age-old problem;
vendors don’t want to miss out on any opportunities so
they position themselves within the definition of the
shiny object. Meanwhile industry analysts benefit from
the confusion; and, as everyone clamors to claim the
CDP moniker, the CDP Institute watches its own target
market expand.

Other vendors in these adjacent categories, and particularly those that span categories
such as the marketing cloud vendors, attempt to negate the need for a CDP by claiming
to offer CDP functionality. Often though, these capabilities are a data management layer
that underpin the vendor’s own ecosystem, but don’t always make the data available to
third party solutions.
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What does - and doesn’t - a CDP do?
It’s time for a tighter definition.
The lines between various categories are always
blurry. However, the current confusion in the CDP
market is helping no one. Given this confusion, we
argue that the definition of a CDP should be narrow.
We don’t accept that there are “flavors” of CDP such
as an “analytics CDP” or “engagement CDP.”

In the interest of clarity, we
define CDPs as platforms
that are able to:
• Ingest and integrate customer data from
multiple sources
• Offer customer profile management
• Support “real-time” customer segmentation
• Make customer data accessible to other systems
Customer Data Platforms are often referred to as
“packaged software that creates a persistent,
unified customer database that is accessible to
other systems.” We struggle with this definition for
three reasons: it is a bit narrow in scope, since it
fails to include segmentation; it is way
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too broad in interpretation, with vendors as
diverse as tag management and customer
engagement systems claiming to be CDPs; and it
is too shallow in its interpretation — for example,
as it relates to ingesting customer data, almost
any vendor could check that box, simply because
they transfer flat files by brute force, while CDPs
need to do it in a deep, API-driven way. As part of
this research, Winterberry Group engaged with
more than 100 vendors that position themselves
(or are positioned by others) as CDPs. Yet, we
would classify fewer than 20 as pure-play CDPs.
While many vendors claim to be CDPs, and say
they do all four of the core requirements, the devil
is in the details. Here are the details that matter:

Ingest, integrate, and
normalize customer data
from multiple sources
CDPs ingest, consolidate, and standardize
customer data from a multitude of offline and
digital sources, with different structures,

nomenclature, and identifiers. In the vein of “prevention is the best medicine,”
the best time to cleanse data is before it enters your pipeline. This is why a CDP
must be able to ingest data through a full spectrum of mechanisms. Broad and
deep ingestion expertise is not a matter of convenience, it’s a matter of integrity.
It is during this process that CDPs perform the most robust data normalization —
correcting instrumentation or coding errors before they propagate downstream
to other systems.
At a minimum, a CDPs data ingestion
solution must address:
• Event-level behavioral data such as session behavior from websites, apps, and
mobile browsers.
CDPs typically excel at managing the speed and volume of digital data.
Because the most robust and reliable way of collecting this data is via
native tagging at the point of origin, CDPs should offer their own SDKs
rather than depend on other systems and processes to generate the data
and send it via JSON (or even batch ETL) to the CDP.
• Customer data such as name, address, gender, date of birth, contact details.
Often this data is housed in a data warehouse, data lake, or MDM solution.
• Transaction data such as purchases, returns, or discount sensitivity from ecommerce and POS systems.
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• Campaign data such as promotional and
response history, and engagement metrics
from channel engagement systems.
• Customer service data such as frequency and
length of interactions, live chats, and
resolution information from CRM systems.
• Modeled data such as RFM models,
propensity scores, and external data such as
psychographic and socio-demographic data
from third parties, contextual data relating to
the customer situation, and provided data
such as NPS and survey data.
CDPs create custom and persistent identifiers
and store this data in a persistent database so
companies can perform longitudinal analysis to
understand a customer’s behavior and value
over extended periods of time. Storing the
data also allows companies to “replay” old data
into new applications to avoid the typical cold
start problem associated with onboarding a
new vendor. CDPs also make data operational.
For example, marketers can build audiences
with an unlimited look-back window to drive
seasonal promotions and maintain a long-term
dialog with their customers across every
engagement channel and system.
That being said, CDPs do not typically provide
processing of complex offline data or regulated
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data, and rather ingest and integrate processed
offline data and cross-channel online data into
a persistent database. While CDPs typically
excel at managing the speed and volume of
digital data, buyers with complex needs related
to offline data may require an underlying MDM
solution, upon which a CDP can sit to enable
improved cross-channel customer
engagement.

Profile management — Unify
profiles and normalize data
upstream of other systems
As the customer journey has gone omnichannel, identity has become increasingly
difficult to manage effectively. Traditional
architectures rely on rigid identity schemes,
which may suit a single application (such as
email or web cookie IDs), but don’t capture the
full range of identifiers and marketing
applications. Further complicating matters,
identity in marketing must be highly
contextual, and capable of ‘recognizing’ and
‘un-knowing’ an individual depending on the
application — with different rules for serving
ads versus performing analytics, for example —
the individual’s stated preferences, the
business’s own strategy, and the regulatory
context.

CDPs must be able to create universal and
persistent consumer profiles by resolving the
identity of customers and visitors across
different states (known and unknown),
assigning persistent identifiers to individuals,
and subsequently leveraging a range of keys
and linkage approaches (multiple email
addresses, changing social IDs, and device IDs
and leveraging both deterministic and
probabilistic matching) to connect all
information about a customer or prospect. As
such, CDPs maintain individual customer
history over time, regardless of how

“Identity resolution is a critical part of the CDP.
A lot of brands want to deliver hyper
personalization, and they can only do that when
they recognize the customer in real-time.”
- Chief Product Officer, Indian Analytics Platform Provider
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the data is maintained in source systems. This
ensures profiles become richer over time as
the customer continues to interact with the
company. And, CDPs must enable all of this in
a privacy-compliant manner — CDPs must
manage profiles within the applicable privacy
context and ensure that profile semantics are
maintained across the various systems
integrated with the CDP.
These profiles provide marketers with an upto-date lens into their customer: their
interaction and purchase history and where
they are on their customer journey provide a
rich dataset for deeper analytics and customer
understanding. When these profiles are
accessed and leveraged in real-time, marketers
can engage in a more contextually relevant
manner with each individual customer. To see
all this in action, a CDP will typically provide an
interface or report where users can view all of
the identifiers and attributes associated with a
particular customer profile, and test that the
identity rules are being followed.

Segment customers
in “real-time”
Customer analytics is not a new phenomenon.
Historically, companies would capture
customer data in a central warehouse where
they could resolve identities, segment and
Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality

score, measure and attribute. When customer
engagement cycles were measured in days and
weeks, batch, static, or offline processing was
sufficient. But, as customers have shifted to
multi-device and multi-channel engagement
habits, engagement cycle times have collapsed.
It’s not unusual for a customer to engage via
email, text, and social media, or to enter and exit
a geofence, all within minutes. In these cases,
static processing is insufficient for an optimal
customer experience.
CDPs will introduce the capability for dynamic
intelligence, and change how the intelligence can
be developed and accessed by the team that is
most likely to use it - the marketer. It puts the
power of data query in the marketer’s hands.
Shrinking the time and financial outlay required
of asking and answering questions about
customers. While much of the segmentation
capabilities is rules-based, we are finding
predictive capabilities estimating the propensity
or likelihood of a customer to respond or behave
in a particular manner evolving from rules-based
to machine-driven approaches.
Different CDPs claim different levels of analytic
capabilities. And, while some vendors offer
advanced analytics capabilities, we do not
consider advanced analytics to be a core feature
of CDPs. Instead, CDPs allow non-technical
marketers to define and create channel-agnostic

segments predominantly through a visual
interface. Other analytics tools might enable
users to generate reports or develop advanced
models, but a customer data platform, by
definition, lets business users build and maintain
universal audience segmentations in one place
and in real-time, that can be actioned anywhere.
To function in real-time, a CDP requires either a
modern data processing pipeline which can
deploy decision-making rules to endpoints or a
streaming architecture. While not every

“The challenge for most brands isn’t
building models, it’s operationalizing
data. It’s important for CDPs to
support marketers as they look to act
on the data, segments, and models
that they have - to bring them to life
through third-party solutions.”
- CEO, Enterprise CDP
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application in a marketing stack will make use
of real-time data, support for real-time use
cases is critical for a CDP.

Expose customer data to
other systems
A core feature of CDPs is to allow for customer
insights to be activated through other
systems. After all, the best data in the world is
useless if it can’t be accessed where and when
it matters. And, it must be fit for powering the
entirety of customer analytics and
engagement, not just a few components.
Many of the applications with CDP capabilities
offer a few pre-built connectors, or other
partial integration methods. True CDPs
integrate “out-of-the-box” with scores of other
systems through connectors and APIs which
allow the marketer to access the data for
deeper analytics and/or to inform customer
engagements. Many top CDPs we spoke with
for this research offer pre-built connectors into
a range of non-marketing systems too,
including customer service help desks, cloud
data warehouses, machine learning engines,
and product analytics suites.
The concept of making customer data
accessible to third-party systems differentiates
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CDPs from other data management approaches
(such as MDMs) and engagement solutions
(such as campaign management and marketing
cloud vendors). While vendors in adjacent
categories certainly claim to offer CDP
capabilities, their value as a data management
solution diminishes if that data cannot be used
outside of their own solution. Marketers should
understand the technology, intelligence, and
value of a proper connectivity layer that
maintains high-quality standards and
‘translates’ data to support each of the various
endpoints they might require. In some cases,
data may need to be mapped to meet a
vendor’s taxonomies, while in other cases, a
downstream vendor may impose throttling
limits. The CDP approach must be flexible
enough to accommodate these and multiple
other scenarios.
Leading CDPs invest to ensure their pipelines
are secure and reliable from end-to-end. Most
provide live monitoring capabilities to
troubleshoot bugs, granular filters and controls
to determine what data gets routed where, and
platform tools to expose data integrity issues
and ensure that downstream systems are
receiving clean and consistent data.

“You need to have four or five core
systems in your marketing technology
stack - connections with an ESP, Google,
Facebook, website engagement and data
systems, CRM or data warehouse, mobile
data. If these pieces aren’t in place, you
don’t get as much value - the more
systems you have, the more value.”
- SVP Strategy, Enterprise CDP
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The overlap of categories and
solutions creates confusion
In broad terms, we identify three major
categories of martech providers — those that
help manage customer data, generate
intelligence, and enable customer
engagement. Marketers that seek to
successfully implement omni-channel
communication with their customers need all
three capabilities. And, regardless of the
claims of the big marketing clouds, there is
no enterprise vendor that does it all. The CDP
is an important new capability that can
significantly improve all three broad
components of the omni-channel marketer
stack. However, it’s time for vendors to be
honest about their actual capabilities and for
marketers to be clear on their needs, to help
stamp out the confusion around CDPs.
As we pointed out earlier, much of the
confusion regarding CDPs comes from the
liberal use of the term by vendors in vastly
different categories. Browse through the
vendor directory on the CDP Institute
website, for example, and even some of the
Institute’s founding members and sponsors
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don’t describe themselves as CDPs. We
previously described the challenge that comes
from trying to cram native CDPs into one
category along with “CDP Converts” (with
different legacies/areas of real expertise), “CDP
Plus” vendors (vendors that have a full CDP
and that offer additional capabilities), “CDP
Adjacent” vendors (application vendors that
provide some CDP capabilities in service of
their real core competency), and “CDP
Negators” (who deny the need for a CDP if you
leverage their solution instead).
Digging in to some of the adjacent categories,
we identify areas such as master data
management, identity graph management,
decisioning and orchestration of interactions,
advanced analytics, customer engagement,
and attribution and measurement. The point
that we would emphasize, though is that it’s
not enough to have some CDP capabilities - to
be considered a CDP, all of the elements need
to be there.
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CDP and adjacent capabilities

Data
Management

Identity
Resolution

Segmentation

MDM, EDW, MSP

Identity Solution
Vendors

Marketing Automation,
BI Tools

Speed and
volume of data

Speed and
volume of data

Analytics &
Decisioning

Engagement

Measurement

Marketer
Needs

CDP

Alternative
Solutions

Why CDP
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Journey Tools,
Marketing Automation

ESPs,
Marketing Automation,
Agencies

Attribution Vendors,
BI Tools

Speed and
volume of data
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Indirect/alternative solutions
Adding to the CDP confusion is the similarity of function or purpose
with other categories. We are most often asked questions relating to:

Master Data Management (MDM)

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Decision management

MDMs typically focuses on master or reference data for
the entire business as diverse as customers, products, and
employees, to vendors, accounting items and contracts.
Both MDMs and CDPs are concerned, therefore, with
customers. Both solutions can help create a “golden
record” of a customer - choosing between sometimes
conflicting data about a customer, but for very different
purposes. MDMs are primarily focused on data quality,
asset management, and auditability (hence their
predominant use in regulated industry). By contrast, CDPs
focus on delivering customer experiences and marketing
outcomes. As a practical matter, MDM solutions typically
specialize in structured data delivered to fairly static data
schemas at the endpoints. Although some MDM solutions
can expose data in a flexible manner to an ever-widening
array of other systems, it is not a core requirement, as it is
for CDPs.

A CRM system is a central solution for companies to
manage their relationship with their customers.
Although used by the broader organization, they are
most heavily associated with sales teams allowing them
to track sales processes, understand pipeline, and
capture customer communication. CRM solutions are
typically only used to track and manage relationships
with known customers and prospects, and not
anonymous visitors, for example. CDPs house a much
richer set of data to provide as complete an
understanding as possible of a customer and enable
other systems to take advantage of that intelligence.

Customer decision management solutions are
systems that enable companies to assess possible
actions and make the most effective customeroriented decision, helping firms optimize customer
experiences across channels, functions, and
departments. These solutions leverage a broad
range of data, combine predictive analytics,
optimization capabilities and machine
learning/artificial intelligence to make
automated decisions in real-time, at scale. Some
of the vendors that position themselves as CDPs
also talk up their orchestration and decision
management chops. These are not typically
capabilities that can be served well by a single
vendor, and marketers would be wise to be very
clear about their needs and select vendors
accordingly.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Indirect/alternative solutions
Adding to the CDP confusion is the similarity of function or purpose
with other categories. We are most often asked questions relating to:

Marketing Clouds

Campaign management/marketing automation

Data Management Platforms (DMPs)

Marketing cloud vendors integrate a wide variety
of mostly-acquired solutions, the majority of which
focus on customer engagement. While each
solution had channel-specific data management,
historically, they struggled to recognize a customer
from one acquired solution to the next. Most have
invested to establish some form of customer
profile management, although in most cases this is
not designed to make data accessible to thirdparty solutions. Many companies work with both
a marketing cloud and a CDP, using the CDP to
create and manage customer profiles that can
then be activated through components of the
marketing cloud as well as relevant third-party
solutions.

Campaign management solutions historically sat on top of a
customer database and enabled marketers to segment
customers and generate target audiences for outbound
communication. They excelled in an era of direct mail and
catalog marketing pinpointing narrower and narrower
segments of customers who were most likely to respond to
specific offers. As digital channels began to emerge,
campaign management tools expanded to the most similar
channels, particularly email. However, they never evolved to
handle the volumes of digital data that companies deal with
today. Some today provide a centralized database with
customer profiling, but they don’t expose that data to third
party solutions, and so they typically act as CDP negators
arguing that a buyer doesn’t need a CDP if they work with their
solution. However, for truly omnichannel marketing, marketers
need both data management and orchestration of
engagement, and at the enterprise level, we don’t see vendors
that solve both challenges across all channels.

When the CDP category began to emerge, it was
most often described in relation to the DMP. The
explanation went that while DMPs enabled the
capture of masses of data on a user’s online
behavior, and more targeted online advertising to
anonymous audiences, CDPs were a solution to
manage first-party, known customer data and
leverage it to communicate with them. There are
some obvious differences: DMPs don’t store
deterministic identifiers (and as a result cannot
merge deterministic data with other systems
without a third-party onboarder), primarily focus
on customer acquisition through display
advertising, rely on cookies to build audience
profiles (which are highly perishable), and typically
send data in batch (as opposed to real-time).

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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How are CDPs used?
In our survey with the ANA, when we asked
marketers and advertisers what drove them to
select a CDP, the most common answers were to
“modernize our marketing technology tools,”
improve our data-driven insight capabilities,” and
“increase the accuracy of our audience profiles.”
As we’ve explained throughout this white paper,
there are multiple flavors of CDPs, vendors calling
themselves CDPs, and others offering similar or
adjacent capabilities. The best way to select a
vendor that is right for you is to start from the use
cases that you need to solve. As you research and
interview different vendors, it will help clarify
which vendors are the best fit for your needs.
Most brands considering a CDP are ultimately
driven by high-level business objectives such as
improving the customer experience through
personalization, driving digital transformation of
the business, or retaining more customers.
We also recommend buyers focus on lower-level
use cases - the sorts of things that inhibit the
brand from reaching those objectives. The most
frequent needs marketers discuss with us include:
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Ingesting the right volume and speed of data
for your business.
One of the most common drivers of CDP adoption is the fundamental change
required to manage digital data versus traditional, offline data. As brands engage
customers and sell more online, they must deal with a fire-hose of digital data
that utterly overwhelms traditional processes and systems. Marketers should
consider the types of data that they seek to integrate, the volume of the data,
and the speed at which they receive the data. Different CDPs have different
levels of expertise at managing different levels of data capture.

CDPs can help:
• Ingest and rapidly reconcile huge volumes and complexity of data from websites,
mobile, and elsewhere.
• Capture and combine data with different structures — from traditional lists to
social data to chatbot data — to provide a more complete picture of the customer.
• Maintain and manage persistent consumer profiles that provide a universal or
single view of each customer.
• Store data over time for longitudinal analysis and customer understanding.

“Six or seven years ago,
firms were trying to build a
‘single customer view,’ but
that initiative was owned
by IT, and few firms
delivered. The core value
proposition of a CDP is
combining customer data
into a single customer view
and then working with the
other channels to activate
the data.”
- CEO, European Decisioning Engine
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Combining cross-channel data.
Brands have long struggled to tie their online customers to their offline customers,
relying on manual matching over a long time, or failing to tie their purchase and
returns data to each other, for example. CDPs create and manage persistent,
universal customer profiles leveraging a range of keys and linkage approaches. They
take care of cleansing and normalizing data from different sources, and because the
data is then stored in a single, persistent database, it enables marketers to more
easily and more consistently combine different types of data to get a much richer
view of the customer and of their behavior across all aspects of the business.
Marketers should consider the breadth of the data that they will integrate
considering standardization approaches and data structures.

CDPs can help:

• Resolve customer identity regardless of the channel or device a consumer is using.
• Expand customer profiles with third-party and contextual data.

“Customers expect us to recognize them
wherever they choose to interact. That’s the
new normal being set by companies that are
dealing with data in the right way.”
- CEO, Dutch CDP

• As consumers become recognized, link anonymous actions to customer profiles.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Enabling omni-channel orchestration.
This is one of the primary objectives that respondents to our ANA survey cited.
Leveraging universal and persistent consumer profiles provides the opportunity to
orchestrate customer engagement across all channels and touchpoints. Marketers
can avoid the historic challenges of competing and contradictory messages in
different communication channels that make the customer experience disjointed
and dissatisfying. Omni-channel communication is not about adding more and more
channels. It is about delivering consistent and seamless experiences across all of the
channels you use.

CDPs can help:
• Ensure relevant communications — regardless of channel — based on an
understanding of the customer and their interaction history.
• Maintain customer conversations. By capturing engagement and behavior
in a single profile, marketers can evolve beyond “messages” into
conversations that take into account a customer’s previous interactions
and behavior into account.

“When we started, our clients were keeping
data segregated because the channels were in
competition with each other. Today, clients
recognize the need to understand the
customer, and for example, to know if an
ecommerce buyer is also a retail customer.”
- Chief Strategy Officer, European Marketing Cloud

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Providing audience insights and discovery to
non-technical/analytical users.
Historically, marketers who had a question about their customers would turn to their
data science or IT team with a request or look outside the firm to a marketing service
provider. Receiving an answer could take days or even weeks. CDPs provide
marketers with direct access to customer data, provide a non-technical UI which
democratizes the ability to query data and create and distribute customer segments.
Marketers should consider their need for — and ability to leverage — insights such as
behavioral scores, real-time customer segments, customer journey behavior, or
lookalike models.

CDPs can help:
• Reduce the time to answer customer questions. Marketers with limited
technical know-how can query customer data and make informed
customer decisions.
• Free up time for data scientists and IT. As marketers engage with customer
data and learn to perform basic analytics and segmentation, it liberates
data science teams to work on more advanced — and valuable — analyses.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality

“One of our most valued features is a
segment manager, where we enable
marketers to view user-centric information,
and calculate things such as customer
lifetime value or churn probability.”
- CEO, European CDP
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Using insights to inform customer interactions
in real-time.
Waiting days or weeks to receive customer insights is frustrating enough, but it’s
even more frustrating when the insights are no longer relevant or useful. CDPs
promise the ability to activate customer data at the moment of interaction, allowing
brands to personalize content, channel orchestration, and timing of customer
communication. Marketers should consider whether they have the right data,
processes, and relevant systems to improve customer experiences and outcomes.
Many CDPs have ready-built connectors to a broad swath of execution vendors —
we’d recommend you confirm that any CDP you consider works with your existing
stack, for example.

CDPs can help:
• Enable personalization. By capturing previous activity, third-party and
contextual data, and maintaining persistent profiles, CDPs power
personalization initiatives to anonymous and known customers.

“We’re not trying to replace tools in a
marketer’s existing stack. We are here
to help our clients get more value
from those existing stack
investments.”
- CEO, European CDP

• Improve engagement through other systems. By making data accessible to
third-party systems, CDPs boost the value of each system - ensuring the
next best message and action regardless of the point of interaction.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Providing data visibility, clarity,
and compliance.
Today’s customers knows that brands capture data about them and use it to
communicate with them, and they want some control over which data, how much of
it, and for how long a brand might keep it. With data siloed all over a business, it’s
extremely difficult for a marketer to even know what data they have about a specific
customer. But, regulators have turned their focus to this area, and, in Europe, for
example, companies are required to provide consumers with a “right to be
forgotten” or at least the right to request to see the data a company has about
them.

CDPs can help:
• Manage privacy compliance. Because a CDP operates as a centralized,
persistent database, it makes visibility of and access to customer data
significantly more feasible for most brands.
• Build consumer trust. When consumers want to know what a brand knows
about them, or exercises their right to be forgotten, a CDP can give confidence
to the brand that they are delivering on their consumer preferences.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality

“Unless you have a CDP, it’s really hard
to act on GDPR compliance. If a
customer opts out, or asks to be
forgotten, CDPs provide a way to
ensure that can happen.”
- CEO, Analytics and Engagement vendor
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Extending customer insights beyond the
marketing department.
Customers don’t care about a brand’s internal and departmental divisions. They just
want a positive experience each time they interact. When data is dispersed between
departments or lines-of-business, firms lack a holistic view of the customer and fail
to interact appropriately.

CDPs can help:

• Provide customer insights to departments outside marketing. For
example, customer service systems can access data in many CDPs,
providing access to key customer insights that might inform and
improve a service interaction in real time.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Category perspectives
In evaluating the market, we uncovered certain
categories that require some additional or
nuanced consideration. Specifically, we found
different needs and available capabilities for midmarket companies, B2B firms, and brands that
operated in highly-regulated industries. We also
include a look at the services market for CDPs in
this section.

data requirements are likely to increase
significantly in the future. Unless the
answer to both questions is “yes,” you don’t
need a CDP. You are much better served by
an all-in-one marketing, sales, or CRM
solution. To complicate things, as we just
discussed, many of these vendors call
themselves CDPs.

Mid-market

B2B

There are a slew of vendors focused on midmarket buyers of CDPs. They offer CDP-like data
management — right-sized for mid-market
needs — and they provide analytics,
decisioning/orchestration, and even execution
that is often compelling. We think these can be
great solutions for a mid-market marketer, but
we wouldn’t classify the majority of these
vendors as CDPs. For mid-market buyers
contemplating a CDP, consider: a) whether you
expect to deploy a number of different
marketing tools in the future which would
benefit from centralizing and accessing customer
data; and b) whether your personalization and

Companies that focus on selling to other
companies have similar challenges to
consumer-facing companies when it comes
to customer data management. They want
to capture all of the data they have about
the customer (or prospect), store it,
maintain the data, mine it for insights, and
use the intelligence to inform future
interactions with the customer.
Traditionally, B2B firms have focused on
lead management and content marketing,
and, as a result, typically consider their CRM
system to be their system of record. But
CRM systems typically focus on interactions
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“The CRM is still the system of record for B2B
firms. But you need to link data to improve
personalization and orchestration. CRM
systems don’t see lots of the data in a buyer’s
journey, they can’t handle unknown visitors,
and they can’t activate other systems.”
- CEO, B2B-focused CDP
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and not understanding. Stitching B2B data
is more complex — consider the number of
buyers and influencers, geographic
locations, and languages. With the rise of
account-based marketing, requiring
deeper knowledge of the buyer, and not
just a repository to store interactions and
documents, more marketers are seeking a
solution that provides actionable
customer insights. While nascent
compared to the B2C market, we find an
increasing number of B2B-focused CDP
vendors emerging. B2B marketers
considering a CDP shouldn’t think of it as a
replacement for their CRM system, but,
just as in the B2C market, it’s a solution
that can integrate with and augment
existing solutions to provide greater value.

Regulated industries
Firms in regulated industries such as
financial services and healthcare face
greater and stricter data requirements
than those in non-regulated industries
such as retail or hospitality. For example,
companies in regulated industries must
comply with specific auditability
requirements relating to customer data.
These requirements are typically the
specific focus of MDM vendors and
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beyond the scope of CDPs. However, while MDM
solutions are required for managing compliance
with regulated customer data, they are not
sufficient for handling the idiosyncratic nature of
marketing data, which is unevenly structured
and volatile. Buyers in these industries should
continue to leverage their MDM vendor to
manage compliance with regulatory
requirements, but may seek to layer a CDP on
top to help manage customer interactions and
personalization.

Services
For many years, there has been a healthy
marketing services business that supported
brands’ customer data needs. Database
marketing service providers (MSPs), Systems
Integrators (SIs), and even marketing agencies
have helped marketers to capture, manage,
analyze, and leverage their customer data. To
listen to vendors describe the great promise of
CDPs, it would be easy to assume that a
marketer can easily plug in her data, visualize her
segments, and activate that data through
engagement applications. But, despite the
vendor promises, CDPs play at a foundational
layer of the business. They are still complicated
to install and leverage. And the need for SIs,
MSPs, or internal IT departments to get it right
shouldn’t be ignored.
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Should you work with a CDP?
How do you decide whether a CDP is right for
your business? Will it move the needle or is it
overkill? Here’s what we suggest. Think about
your needs across three iterative steps or
levels. At step one, we would recommend
considering a CDP. At step two, we suggest
the consideration to be important for you to
succeed in your business initiatives. And, at
step three, we argue that the consideration is
both important and urgent.

Step one:
Start with an assessment of your end-to-end customer data and marketing stack. That’s
a big, broad category, but you must take an honest look at your processes for data capture,
customer data quality, and data access and governance. Consider questions such as:
• Do you have multiple engagement channels? If so, do you have an existing approach to
combining data (including offline and online data) from these upstream systems?
• Do you have an existing approach to translate event streams from multiple sources into
customer-based data points by applying identity resolution, privacy rules, and profile
attribute functions from other upstream systems?
• Is your data collection standardized across modes of interaction, development teams,
and external sources and systems?
• Do you generate universal customer profiles and make these profiles and attributes
accessible to the analytics and/or engagement solutions that may need it, in the required
timeframe and format?
If you answered “no” to any of these questions, you should consider a CDP. If you have all of
these capabilities, or don’t need them — maybe you have limited systems, data sources or
volumes, for example — a CDP is unlikely to provide much value to your business.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Step two:

Step three:

Consider your current and desired
business/customer use cases. Are you able to:

Look beyond marketing. While CDP value is often
realized first by the marketing department, CDPs
can solve broader problems across the organization.
Potential buyers should ask:

• Ingest the right volume of data in various
formats to develop a clear understanding of
each individual customer?
• Standardize the data, resolve identities, and
ensure privacy/compliance to deliver a positive
customer experience?
• Deliver a seamless experience to customers
regardless of the channels through which they
choose to interact?
• Segment and analyze customers in real-time to
enable personalization and improve relevance
and customer experience?
If you answered “no” to any of these questions,
you should treat the consideration of a CDP as an
important initiative.
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• Is digital (becoming) the primary way you interact
with your customer?
• Are privacy and governance top concerns and/or
do you expect them to become a top concern in
the near future?
• Do you require clean data in motion (e.g.
employing just-in-time, read-on-schema data
warehousing strategies)?
If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, you
should treat the consideration of a CDP as both an
important and urgent initiative.
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Long-term outlook
Customers expect their experiences to keep
getting better. And, they have shown that
they will punish companies that fail to deliver
personalized, relevant messages wherever
and whenever they want to interact with the
brand. As marketers seek to evolve their
omni-channel approach, we expect CDPs to
play a role in the short, medium, and long
term, but that role will change as the market
matures. We don’t see a long-term
opportunity for a standalone CDP. So what
will happen to today’s CDPs?

Expand their offering.

Fodder for the marketing clouds.

We’re already seeing some CDPs extend their
offering to include analytics, orchestration,
and engagement. The challenge for vendors
will be to maintain their depth as they add
breadth. We also anticipate a focus on
marketing attribution. CDPs, in many
respects, overcome the biggest hurdle to
effective attribution: quality data. This may
become an extension, or a pivot opportunity
for different vendors.

We expect the marketing clouds to acquire at least
one CDP each. Frankly, most of them need the help
to enable integration of data underpinning their own
stack, and most acknowledge that they will be
forced to play in the broader ecosystem as
marketers pick different capabilities from different
vendors.

Merge to extend.
Alternatively, some CDPs will merge with
intelligence, orchestration, or application
vendors to accelerate their chances in this
expanded market. Similarly, but less likely,
the MDM vendors — which play at the fringes
of CDP offerings — may expand into CDP
capabilities, if only to protect their flank from
the CDP vendors and their future owners.
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Deliver value to data cloud providers.
As more brands host their data with Google,
Amazon, and Microsoft, it seems like a logical
extension for these cloud providers to deliver better
integration, segmentation, and activation
capabilities. While some will build it, we wouldn’t be
surprised to see at least a couple of them acquire a
CDP to accelerate the process.

Dissolve or pivot.
Despite the heat in this category, there are too
many providers today for the demand. Those that
fail to expand or merge will be left at the altar and
forced to pivot to a new offering, while others
simply won’t make it.
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Research methodology
The findings within this report are based on
the results of an online survey, conducted in
conjunction with the Association of National
Advertisers, of advertisers, marketers,
technology developers, and marketing
service providers (primarily based in North
America, and conducted between December
2018 and January 2019). Winterberry Group
also conducted in-person and telephone
interviews with more than 40 business and
product leaders in the customer data
platform and marketing technology sectors in
order to build and validate our perspective.
Discussions were conducted between
November 2018 and January 2019.

Deconstructing Customer Data Platforms - Myth vs. Reality
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Appendix
Data management

MARKETER
NEEDS

• Offline data processing (Ingest/ETL,
Hygiene, Merge/purge)
• Online data processing (structured/
unstructured, anonymous/ known,
High volumes)
• Regulated data requirements + audit

Identity Resolution
• Customer recognition:
-- across channels and devices
-- various keys
-- various linking approaches
• Profile management
• Identity graph management

Segmentation

• Rules based
• Machine learning
• Real-time
• Visual UI

Decisioning

Analytics

• Determine who receives
what in what format and
on which device, at what
time, or other context

• Descriptive
analytics
• Predictive analytics
• Prescriptive
analytics

Engagement

• Delivering the content to
the recipient via channels
such as website, email, and
mobile

trail (e.g. FINS, Healthcare)

CDP

ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS

WHY CDP

• Ingest & process cross-channel online
data and processed offline data
• Merge/ match
• Manage profiles
• Store data

• Understand the
effectiveness of
marketing activity
• Determine most
effective channels
• Provide insight to
optimize future activity

Everything short of identity graph
production/ management –
especially related to unknown
devices
Partnerships

• Rules based
• Machine learning
• Real-time
• Visual UI

Master Data Management, Enterprise
Data Warehouse/ Data Lake, Service
provider (e.g. MSP)

Identity solution vendors

BI tools, Analytics
platforms

Speed and volume of data

Speed and volume of data

Speed and volume of
data
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Measurement

Journey Optimization
engines, Campaign
management/Marketing
automation /
Enterprise Decision
Management

BI tools, Analytics
platforms/
workbenches;

Channel solutions -- ESPs,
MSPs, DMP/DSP,

Attribution vendors,
BI tools
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About Winterberry Group
Winterberry Group is a unique management consultancy that supports the growth of advertising,
marketing, media, information and technology organizations—helping clients create custom
strategies, capitalize on emerging opportunities and grow their value. Our services include:

• Business assessment
• Strategic planning and roadmap
development
• Buyside M&A target identification and
qualification

• Target company assessment/customer
due diligence
• Market landscaping
• Post-transaction strategic roadmapping
• Integration planning and support

CORPORATE
STRATEGY

DATA-DRIVEN
MARKETING
TRANSFORMATION

M&A
TRANSACTION
SUPPORT

MARKET
INTELLIGENCE

• Data and digital business planning and impact
assessment
• Data activation strategy
• Marketing process and platform architecture,
design and RFP management
• Marketing organization process engineering

• Custom research
• Thought leadership

For more information, please visit www.winterberrygroup.com
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